I'm using TikiWiki 2.2. As far as I understand an URL has to be entered into the "license page" field in the Copyright sections of the Admin menu.

In order to show a link to http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ and to display "Creative Commons License" as link text I tried to enter a HTML link using a

```html
<a href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/" target="...">
Creative Commons License
</a>
```

and a Wiki link

```markdown
[http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/|Creative Commons License]
```

Both didn't work as "broken texts" were displayed at the bottom of my wiki page.

The HTML link produced the following output

```html
×
```
Solution
Fix parsing of the entered data.
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